
1. Choose the type of posting
2. Type your post in the post box and attach file(s)/website(s) if you want.  
3. Type the name of a student, teacher, or group(s) Send to

provide auto-suggestions as you begin to type based on the groups you belong to).

Multi-Group Posting                                                                                                           
Edmodo allows you to post to multiple groups at the same time.  Please note, though, that when 
you send a message to multiple groups at once, all of the groups that are copied on your post can 
see the replies to your post (members from one group will see comments posted by members of 
other groups).  To keep group comments separate, send posts individually to each group.

Reply to Posts                                                                                                                            
To reply to a post, select the link located below the post.  A text box will appear where 
you can type in your reply, then select the reply button when you are ready to post it.  The reply 
message will appear below the original post.

Sending Messages to Parents
Teachers can send messages to parents b

from the auto-fill suggestions.  This latter option will allow teachers to send direct messages to 
all parents in a specific group at one time.



Filter/Search Posts                                                                                                
You can search/filter posts by:

1. Search
2. Select the filter option from the menu on the top right of your Edmodo homepage.
3. Filter postings to display on your discussion panel from the left side of your page.

Edit/ Delete Posts
After publishing a post, you can edit/delete the post by hovering over it and selecting the blue 
drop-down arrow in the upper right corner of the post. Once the arrow is selected, you will see 
the editing options available. 
bottom of the text box to save the changes.  To edit a comment below a post, simply hover over 

-down arrow options.

Students can only edit/delete messages and comments that they post to a group. Teachers can 
edit/delete their own postings, as well as .



Posting Notes/Alerts: Post notes and/or alerts to the discussion panel as messages, 
reminders, writing/discussion prompts, etc.  Alerts are similar to a note, but an alert is intended 
for urgent messages.  Alerts are limited to 140 characters, sends an immediate notification to 
members, and posts the message in big, black font on the Edmodo page.

Posting Assignments: To post an assignment:

1. S assignment post box.  
2. The post box will change to allow you to fill out the details of the assignment, including:

Assignment title
Description of assignment
Due date (set by clicking on the calendar icon)
Attachments (files, links or library items that supplement the assignment)
If you have previously created an assignment in Edmodo, you can reuse it by 

3. Once the details are complete, enter the name of the group or group members who 
send to send

4.
to the due date to submit their assignment.  

5.
provide a comment/message with it.  



6. You can see how many students have turned in that particular assignment by looking at 
Turned in

your notifications section any time a student turns in their assignment.  

7. Turned in
Members of the group will appear on the left side of the window.

in 
their assignment.
You can view the assignment on the right side of the window.
You can add comments for the student to view regarding their assignment.
You can award points for the assignment (which students can view), however, 
you do not have to use this grading feature, as SUSD teachers will be using 
Synergy for our gradebook. (For more information on the Edmodo Gradebook, 

)



Annotate an Assignment
To annotate an assignment a student turned in:

1. S annotate assignment title (on the submissions page).

Note: If you do not see the annotate option below the assignment, this could mean your 
document is not compatible. Reasons for incompatibility include file size too large (must be 



under 2 MB), file type or file name (refrain from using spaces in a document title- instead use an 
underscore).

2. Once selected, the assignment will open up in a new browser tab. All your annotation 
options will appear across the top of the page.

3. Make any remarks or edits necessary. You can leave comments, draw on the 
assignment, highlight things or use the strikeout tool.

4. To delete an annotation

5. Wh close out of the browser tab. All annotations you made to 
the assignment will automatically be saved and you can enter the grade for that 
assignment (entering grades in Edmodo is optional).

6. The student will receive a notification that they have a new grade (if graded). When they 
click on the assignment title from the notification, they will be taken to the assignment 

Students can also view your annotations by clicking on the assignment from the post.

Resubmit an Annotated Assignment
If a teacher annotates an assignment, and the student resubmits it, the annotated notes will 
disappear. If they would like to keep a record of the edits, students should post the new version of 
the assignment in the comment section.


